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Foreword

Social Ventures Australia (SVA) is working towards an Australia where all people and communities thrive.

While there have been positive efforts and investment from governments and the social sector over recent decades, one in four people in Australia experience disadvantage.

SVA is committed to understanding the structural causes behind persistent disadvantage, then finding and supporting the innovative approaches that can create systemic change. Since 2002, we have taken an evidence-informed approach to supporting community service organisations, philanthropists, governments and businesses to make decisions that lead to improved outcomes for people experiencing vulnerability and exclusion. Through our work, we have developed a practical understanding of what it takes to tackle disadvantage.

In 2016 SVA released a series of Perspective Papers in the areas of education, employment, housing and the drivers of better outcomes for First Australian peoples.

In 2018, we undertook research and analysis and collaborated with key stakeholders in the sector to refresh our education paper and explore the specific needs of selected cohorts of children and young people experiencing vulnerability. We are proud to present this series of perspectives on the drivers of better outcomes for children in out-of-home care, Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander children, and children and young people disengaged from formal schooling.

We hope that these papers spark debate, innovation and collaboration among practitioners, community members, funders and policy makers – towards an Australia where every child, no matter their start or journey in life, is supported to thrive.

Suzie Riddell
CEO
Social Ventures Australia
1. Introduction

SVA’s vision in education

SVA shares the vision, articulated in the Melbourne Declaration, of an Australian education system that develops the intellectual, social and moral wellbeing of young people as well as contributing to the economic prosperity and social cohesion of the nation.1

Presently Australian children don’t have an equal opportunity to access a high-quality education, with children from disadvantaged backgrounds likely to start behind and be at high risk of falling further behind. SVA has developed an evidence-informed perspective on the actions and drivers required to promote equity and a high-quality education system for all.

This vision includes ensuring that home, community and formal education environments all support learning. It means harnessing the drivers for improving education outcomes, particularly by supporting effective teaching, from ages 0–5, through formal schooling and in the school-to-work transition (including further education). It also means that the overall system – together with the home and community, and formal education environments – supports the learning needs of different cohorts of students.

The education issue

The correlation between success in education and participation and productivity in society is robust.2 High-quality education and support creates a path to a sustainable, independent and meaningful livelihood for individuals, and has overall economic and non-economic benefits to society.3 Children who do not receive a good education are at greater risk of later unemployment or lower income, and are more likely to be involved in crime or to become parents who experience disadvantage.4

Australian education struggles to provide equal opportunity and quality outcomes for all students. There are significant gaps in the educational outcomes for some children.5 In global comparisons of 41 of the world’s wealthiest countries, Australia is ranked in the bottom third of all three indicators of equality across early childhood, primary and secondary school levels.6 Educational outcomes in Australia are more strongly influenced by a person’s socioeconomic status than in many other countries.7 Nearly 60 percent of the students experiencing disadvantage in Australia are in schools classed as disadvantaged, well above the OECD average and substantially higher than in any comparable OECD country.8

SVA’s work in education focuses on children and young people experiencing vulnerability. Vulnerability can be defined in many ways, but at its core it refers to the likelihood of harm from exposure to risk.9 Vulnerability is a broader term than disadvantage. It includes wider risk factors than just socioeconomic status, such as trauma, mental health, family violence, and disability. The Review of Funding for Schooling Report, colloquially titled the Gonski Review, identified some determinants of likely vulnerability and applied a financial loading to each of these including school size and location, socioeconomic background, Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander background, low English language proficiency and students with disability.10

A child’s experience is made up of a combination of factors that contributes to their level of vulnerability. Children experiencing vulnerability may face multiple risk factors (circumstances or events that increase the likelihood of poor outcomes), a number of protective factors (attributes or conditions that moderate risk and promote healthy development and wellbeing) or the absence of protective factors to mitigate these risks.11

---

At the start of school, 22 percent of Australian children, approximately 63,000 children, are identified as developmentally vulnerable according to the Australian Early Development Census.\(^\text{12}\) This initial gap is rarely caught up, and there is a wide disparity in learning outcomes between the most and the least advantaged students within same school year (typically five to six years).\(^\text{13}\) This group of students is more likely to require additional support to make the best possible learning progress.

Education alone cannot address all the risk and protective factors associated with vulnerability. However, we contend that high-quality education and support maximises the chance for young children experiencing vulnerability to develop the skills to participate fully in society. It can also empower them to enjoy better health, wellbeing, earning potential and an increased life-expectancy.

**Project approach**

In 2016, SVA released an Education Perspectives Paper which described the actions required to enable equal opportunity and high-quality education for all children. With a focus on determining the key drivers of better educational outcomes, it is used by philanthropists, system leaders, educators and education organisations seeking to positively impact the lives of children. In 2018, SVA embarked on a project to refresh the Education Perspectives Paper, responding to the need to better explore the specific educational needs of selected cohorts of students experiencing vulnerability.

This paper is one in a three-part series that supplements the original SVA Education Perspectives Paper. The series focuses on the educational needs of three cohorts of children: children in out-of-home care, Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander children, and children and young people disengaged from formal education. By looking at the challenges and opportunities through a cohort lens, we can better understand the key issues impacting the education journey for that cohort of children and identify targeted actions to improve their educational outcomes.

**This paper**

This paper considers what is required to improve education outcomes for children and young people who are disengaged from school. These children and young people may face a number of challenges that cause them to disengage from school and may require additional support to reengage with education, training or employment.

In order to provide a useful perspective on the educational journey and outcomes for children disengaged from education, SVA undertook desktop research and analysis, commissioned an evidence scan from the Mitchell Institute, reviewed SVA and partner projects related to education and youth employment, examined sources that summarised the experience of those with lived experience, and engaged with the sector through workshops and interviews.

This paper provides SVA’s definition of the cohort, considers the scale of the challenge, outlines the current ecosystem of support and summarises stories from those with lived experience. It documents SVA’s exploration of the SVA Education Driver Tree through the experience of children and young people disengaged from education. It then identifies the key drivers of better educational outcomes for these children and young people across home/community, the system and formal education environments. The paper provides examples of these drivers in action to highlight activities in the sector that are creating promising outcomes for children and young people disengaged from education.

The paper does not aim to present a complete view of all activity related to children and young people disengaged from education in Australia. It focuses on illustrative examples predominantly from one Australian state (Victoria) to give a perspective of activity across one state education system.

---


2. SVA Education Driver Tree

In 2016, SVA released the original SVA Education Driver Tree to identify the key drivers of better educational outcomes. Many stakeholders have found the SVA Education Driver Tree to be a useful universal statement of educational drivers and use it as a tool to analyse and prioritise their activity in the sector (see Appendix on page 42).

Over the last two years, we discovered that the SVA Education Driver Tree needed more nuance to address the educational needs of specific cohorts of children. The cohort-specific driver tree provided here dives deeper into the needs of children disengaged from education, building on the original SVA Education Driver Tree. It provides more detailed insights to assist those making decisions on investments and the design of programs to improve the educational outcomes for children and young people disengaged from education.

In future, SVA plans to refresh the original SVA Education Driver Tree to incorporate further system elements and integrate feedback from the design and use of the cohort-specific driver trees described in this series of papers.
Figure 1: SVA Education Driver Tree for Children and Young People Disengaged from Education

Children experiencing vulnerability and disengaged from education are supported to successfully engage in education and develop the skills to participate fully in society.

Supportive home and community environment conducive to engaging in education
- Health and housing needs met providing ability to engage in school (including safe housing, nutrition, sleep and exercise)
- Access to an adult who advocates and supports positive aspirations and engagement with the best pathway for the child
- Learning needs and interests are supported (e.g. tutoring, homework support)
- Opportunities to build social capital and belonging within local communities (e.g. extracurricular and community activities)
- Additional support given during times of increased risk of disengagement (e.g. transition between early learning, school and post school, suspensions)
- Additional support to access meaningful work experience in the community in partnership with industry

System configured to identify and meet personal needs required to successfully engage in education
- System facilitates accessible and inclusive education that provides pathways for all children and young people
- Agency of children is valued in decision-making about pathways
- System invests in adequate and integrated health and social services to support engagement and success in education
- Workforce capacity and capability is sufficient to support effective transitions between school, further study and work
- Educational and wellbeing outcomes are monitored, shared and improved upon
- System proactively identifies and takes early action for children at risk of disengagement (across agencies)
- System ensures children at risk of disengagement have a trusted advocate that can co-ordinate support services

Formal education fosters engagement and success in school for all children and young people
- Teacher capability and teaching practice fosters engagement and responds to learning and wellbeing needs of children and young people (e.g. interests, aspirations, resilience)
- School culture is inclusive and fosters belonging (e.g. supportive relationships, positive behaviours, few suspensions)
- Children at risk of disengagement are supported through effective early identification and interventions that meet their needs
- School leadership engages with evidence-based interventions, networks and services to support students at risk of disengagement
- Additional support for key school transitions (e.g. between school/s and to/from any exclusions from school)
- Additional careers education, work experience and support for students at risk of disengagement
- Additional support to access alternative or post-school pathways including vocational and further education (within or closely connected to schools)

Engagement between home, community and formal education environments

Unique features of children disengaged from education:
- May have negative experience of school (e.g. limited learning success, poor relationships, suspensions)
- May have personal or family vulnerability that makes it difficult to engage in school (e.g. poverty, lack of family support, disability, geography)

Drivers apply across all stages of education, with particular emphasis on the following during each stage:
- Early learning and development supports effective early identification and intervention that ensures children are ready for school
- K – 12 schooling is responsive to interests, aspirations and needs to engage students and help them make the best possible progress
- Children disengaged from school have a learning pathway and are supported to: follow that pathway to re-engage in school, work or further study

Note: Blue boxes indicate a universal driver, Olive boxes indicate a driver related to students identified as at risk who require additional support. Refer to page 24 for more information.
3. Cohort overview

Cohort definition

A child or young person is considered ‘engaged’ in education when they participate in formal education both socially and academically, feel included in the educational setting with a sense of belonging, and are personally invested in and take ownership of their learning.\(^{14}\)

We define children and young people disengaged from education as youth of compulsory school age (usually up to 17 years old)\(^{15}\) who are not participating in formal education, training or employment, or who have very low attendance in these activities. This report focuses on children and young people who are both disengaged from education and experiencing vulnerability as depicted in Figure 2.

Figure 2: Representation of the target cohort

---


15. In most Australian jurisdictions young people under the age of 17 are legally required to be in full-time education, training or employment. In the 2000s many Australian jurisdictions raised the school leaving age from 15 to 17. See Youth Law Australia for a summary by each jurisdiction: https://yla.org.au/qld/topics/school/age-to-leave-school/
Disengagement is both a process and an outcome. Poor attendance, for example, may reflect disengagement from school, and is also a risk factor for school dropout. Disengagement is shaped by a number of influences on a child and young person wider than the educational setting, including family-related factors.\textsuperscript{16}

Disengagement is defined, conceptualised and measured in different ways. Disengagement can occur at different levels of education from content, classroom, and school, and the education system in general, and across a range of domains such as behavioural, emotional and or cognitive.\textsuperscript{17} Behavioural disengagement may involve absenteeism, poor educational performance, lack of participation or anti-social behaviour. Emotional and cognitive disengagement may involve feelings of disengagement such as a poor sense of belonging, anxiety or boredom.

The ways in which we look at disengagement in this paper using common definitions, sub-groups reported upon, and risk factors is summarised in Figure 3.

\textbf{Figure 3: Ways to define and categorise the cohort}

\begin{figure}[h]
\centering
\includegraphics[width=\textwidth]{figure3.png}
\caption{Defining the target cohort}
\end{figure}

\begin{itemize}
\item \textbf{How do we define disengaged?}
- Behavioural disengagement
  - Retention and attainment
  - Participation and absenteeism
  - Poor educational performance
  \begin{itemize}
  \item From: education, training or employment
  \item Level of disengagement (partial, complete)
  \end{itemize}
- Emotional and cognitive disengagement

\item \textbf{How do we categorise the cohort (based on available measures)?}
- Schooling level and/or age
  - Type of school
  - Socioeconomic status
  - Location and geography
  - Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander
  - Disability

\item \textbf{Risk factors to disengagement}
- Family environment
- School environment
- Alcohol and drugs
- Location and geography
- Socioeconomic disadvantage
- Physical and mental health
  \begin{itemize}
  \item Many more (e.g. teenage parenting)
  \end{itemize}
\end{itemize}

\textsuperscript{17} Hancock, K. J., & Zubrick, S. (2015). Children and young people at risk of disengagement from school. Perth: Commissioner for Children and Young People, Western Australia.
Scale of the challenge

About one in five young Australians aged 15 to 24 years old are disengaged from full-time education or employment.\(^{18}\) One-fifth of young people do not complete Year 12 in an uninterrupted, linear fashion from the start of high school.\(^{19}\) Year 12 completion rates are rising but in 2016 approximately 70,000 Australian students did not attain a Year 12 or equivalent qualification.\(^{20}\)

Figure 4: 2016 Year 12 attainment rates by state

Approximately 50,000 Australian students are not retained from the start of high school to Year 12.\(^{21}\) It is difficult to obtain precise disengagement data as individual students cannot be tracked from Year 7/8 through to Year 12, however school attendance rates show that there is a pattern of increasing disengagement in school from Years 6 to 10.\(^{22}\)

---

21. Retention (apparent retention rate) is defined as the number of full-time school students in Year 7/8 that continue to Year 12. The rate of attainment is generally lower than the rate of retention as retention is a measure of attendance rather than graduation. Australia Productivity Commission. (2018). Report on Government Services 2018. Melbourne: Productivity Commission.
Year 12 attainment rates are lower for students who are from low socioeconomic backgrounds or have parents who have lower educational qualifications.

Figure 6: Year 12 attainment rate by socioeconomic status

Youth who live in very remote locations, are Indigenous, or have a disability have much lower Year 12 attainment and Year 10 to 12 retention rates than other young people.

**Figure 7: Year 12 attainment rate by highest qualification of parents**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Male parent</th>
<th>Female parent</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Year 12</td>
<td>87</td>
<td>85</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Year 11</td>
<td>76</td>
<td>73</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Year 10</td>
<td>70</td>
<td>68</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Year 9</td>
<td>65</td>
<td>55</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Year 8</td>
<td>64</td>
<td>67</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>


**Figure 8: Year 12 attainment rate by geographical location**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Geographical location</th>
<th>% of potential students, 2016</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Major cities</td>
<td>77</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Regional areas</td>
<td>74</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Remote areas</td>
<td>78</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Very remote areas</td>
<td>43 (1 in 2 students do not attain Year 12 or equivalent qualification)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>76</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Children and young people who leave school early are more likely to be disengaged from work and study a year after leaving school, and are more likely to be disengaged from work or study on a long-term basis. The average early leaver costs the Australian Government $334,600 over a lifetime ($12.6 billion in total) and $616,200 in indirect, social costs such as the consequences of crime ($23.3 billion in total).23

---

Figure 11: Proportion of school leavers fully engaged in work or study after one year of leaving

Proportion of school leavers fully engaged in work and/or study one year after leaving, by level of schooling completed

%, 2016–17

- Year 12 completers
- Early school leavers

Year 12 completers

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Region</th>
<th>Year 12 Completers</th>
<th>Early School Leavers</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>NSW</td>
<td>82</td>
<td>52</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vic</td>
<td>67</td>
<td>68</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Qld</td>
<td>35</td>
<td>44</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WA</td>
<td>52</td>
<td>62</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SA</td>
<td>62</td>
<td>53</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tas</td>
<td>69</td>
<td>54</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ACT</td>
<td>54</td>
<td>56</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NT</td>
<td>73</td>
<td>56</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Aust</td>
<td>82</td>
<td>52</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>


Figure 12: Proportion of school leavers with long term disengaged from education and work

Proportion of early leavers and Year 12 completers with long term disengagement from education and/or work (2001–14)

%, HILDA longitudinal study

- Year 12 completers
- Early school leavers

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Gender</th>
<th>Year 12 Completers</th>
<th>Early School Leavers</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Male</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Female</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>34</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Persons</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>26</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

4. Ecosystem of support

Ecosystem overview

There are many stakeholders involved in youth disengagement across Australia, including but not limited to:

- Federal Government agencies related to education, employment, training and income support that develop federal policy, national partnerships and programs, and allocate funding to national initiatives, state agencies and other federally-funded bodies.
- The education and training systems, including State Government departments, government and non-government schools and state vocational education providers (such as TAFEs), responsible for education and training policy and delivery.
- Other government agencies and third-party service providers, such as child protection, disability and health services, responsible for providing services to support the engagement, participation and development of youth who are disengaged or at risk of disengagement.
- Policy and advocacy groups that undertake research, advocate for youth, and create networks and alliances of organisations.
- Children and youth who are disengaged or at risk of disengagement from school, and their families.

There are several stages of disengagement for children and young people, as outlined in Figure 13. Some children may experience risk factors, such as low socioeconomic status or health issues, but never become disengaged from school. Some may exhibit clear warning signs of disengagement, such as low academic performance, poor behaviour and low attendance. Early intervention may support these children to stay engaged in school, but other children may dropout. Some of these children may re-engage in education, employment or training, whilst others may remain disengaged on a long-term basis.

---

### RISK FACTORS TO DISENGAGEMENT

- Low socioeconomic status
- Geographic location e.g. remoteness
- Negative school experience
- Physical or mental health issues

### WARNING SIGNS

- Poor performance at school
- Suspension and expulsion
- Low attendance
- Disruptive behaviour

### IMMEDIATE AND LONG TERM DESTINATION

- Partial disengagement
- Complete disengagement
- Long term disengagement
- Intermittent disengagement

---

**Figure 13: An example of stages of disengagement from education**

#### DISENGAGEMENT FROM EMPLOYMENT EDUCATION & TRAINING

- Failure to attain Year 12
- Early leaving at Year 10 or 11
- Disengaging from employment
- Disengaging from training

#### Pathways

- Primary and lower secondary
- Education
- Employment and training

#### Early indication

**10 - 18 YEARS OLD**

- Preventative and early interventions

#### EARLY INTERVENTION

**12 - 24 YEARS OLD**

- Primary and lower secondary
- Education
- Employment and training

#### DISENGAGEMENT

- 10 - 18 YEARS OLD
- Preventative and early interventions

#### IMMEDIATE AND LONG TERM DESTINATION

- Long term
- Over 25 years old
- Re-engagement

- Return to study education, employment or training

#### LATE RE-ENGAGEMENT

- Over 25 years old
- Re-engagement
There are several types of activity to support children and youth experiencing vulnerability at each stage of disengagement, from prevention for all children, early intervention for those children showing signs of disengagement and intensive support or alternative pathways for children disengaged from school. Figure 14 summarises these types of activity.

Figure 14: An example of the types of activity to support youth at each stage of disengagement

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Pathways</th>
<th>Early indication</th>
<th>Disengagement</th>
<th>Long term</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Primary, early secondary</td>
<td>10 – 24 years</td>
<td>10 – 24 years</td>
<td>10 – 24 years</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Over 25 years</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>High quality early education i.e. early childhood education and care</td>
<td>Case management &amp; support</td>
<td>Intensive case management &amp; support (which may include active outreach)</td>
<td>Support to return to study, employment or training</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Support for transition to primary school and from primary school to secondary school</td>
<td>Targeted school-based support services</td>
<td>Re-engagement programs</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Prevention initiatives e.g. health and wellbeing, positive behaviour</td>
<td>Mentoring programs for students</td>
<td>Employment and pathways support (including mentoring, cadetships and traineeships)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Outreach programs</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Alternative learning programs (based and not based in schools)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Support for transition from school into other pathways</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Capacity building for staff supporting children at risk of disengagement</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Mentor programs for students</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Outreach programs</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Alternative learning programs (based and not based in schools)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Support for transition from school into other pathways</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Capacity building for staff supporting children at risk of disengagement</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The Victorian Department of Education and Training, for example, implements prevention and early intervention strategies for all children such as School-Wide Positive Behaviour Support; specific interventions for children who are a member of a vulnerable cohort such as Koorie Education supports and special needs plans; targeted school-based interventions for children at risk of disengaging such as the School Focused Youth Service; and targeted outreach for children disengaged and not attending such as the Navigator program. Figure 15 depicts some of the supports provided by the Victorian Department of Education and Training.
Third-party providers, such as community and local service agencies, also provide a range of supports to children and youth disengaged or at risk of disengagement from school. Whitelion, for example, provides tailored services to thousands of Australian young people between the ages of 10 and 25 who are at risk due to isolation from mainstream opportunities or the impact of trauma. Such services include wellbeing and prevention in schools; youth programs, outreach and case management; mentoring; and vocational pathways such as pre-employment, alternative education settings and employment placement. Figure 16 contains examples of some of the third party support provided to engage Victorian children and young people in school.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Primary, early secondary</th>
<th>10 – 24 years</th>
<th>Over 25 years</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Pathways</strong></td>
<td><strong>Early indication</strong></td>
<td><strong>Disengagement</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Brotherhood of St Laurence</strong></td>
<td>Early intervention, outreach, alternative learning, pathways management and transition support services</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>The Smith Family</strong></td>
<td>Holistic, school-based long term support programs, mentoring, early re-engagement, work experience, school-based partnerships</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Inner Melbourne VET Cluster (IMVC)</strong></td>
<td>Re-engage employment and training</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>White Lion</strong></td>
<td>Assertive outreach, alternative learning, capacity building, mentoring, and transition support</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>The Geelong Project</strong></td>
<td>Early intervention and active outreach</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Youth Affairs Council Victoria</strong></td>
<td>Youth and family-centred early intervention</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Junction Support Services</strong></td>
<td>Outreach, alternative learning, and pathways</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Operation New Start</strong></td>
<td>Intensive early re-engagement</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Clontarf Foundation</strong></td>
<td>Support for school engagement for at risk students via sport</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Portland re-engagement</strong></td>
<td>School-based alternative learning</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Hands on Learning</strong></td>
<td>School-based alternative learning</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Third party service providers**

**Advocacy**
Gaps and issues

Recent reviews and reports identify the following key gaps and issues in the support for children and young people disengaged from education.

- **Children at risk of disengagement are not identified**
  
  There are strong, reliable predictors of school dropout, such as academic performance. However, data and information gathered on indicators of disengagement are not effectively used to identify and respond to youth at risk of disengagement. This is an issue related to a lack of knowledge, training and resourcing of educators and community members, and to poor sharing of student-level data between various organisations and government agencies.

- **Prevention and early intervention programs are not adequately prioritised, targeted and resourced**
  
  Early intervention programs such as dropout prevention programs can successfully reduce school dropout. There is, however, large variability in the availability and quality of support available in schools to children with complex needs and behaviours. Strategies to support student academic progress, for example, need to be implemented early in schooling and be properly targeted to schools with groups of at risk children. Dropout prevention programs are more effective when they are:

  - holistic
  - include components across social, academic and behavioural factors
  - tailored to children's needs
  - focus on future goals valued by the child, and
  - delivered in small groups by trained and consistent staff with appropriate resources and funding.

- **Exclusions, expulsions, and suspensions increase disengagement**
  
  Children who are suspended from school are 19 percentage points less likely to complete school. Children who are expelled from one school often end up spending extended periods of time away from education. A disproportionate number of expelled children have a disability, are in out-of-home care, identify as Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander, or come from backgrounds of significant trauma.

  A Victorian Ombudsman report on school expulsions estimated that somewhere between hundreds and thousands of children each year disengage from formal education at least in part as a result of pressure from schools. It found that schools need better support to deal with challenging behaviour and more visibility is needed on disciplinary actions across the system.

- **Support for transition from school is inadequate**
  
  Young people experiencing vulnerability face more difficult transitions from school to work or further education. Positive school experiences, peer and community networks, transition programs and mentoring, and well-informed and appropriate careers advice can assist in young people making successful transitions from school. However, schools and vocational education centres are not adequately resourced to support the successful transition of children and young people experiencing vulnerability. Careers education and pathway discussions occur too late for many young people, and are not well connected to industry trends and potential employers. Students from regional, remote and rural areas in particular have less access to careers information and events which are typically held in large regional centres and capital cities.

---


● Re-engagement programs do not reach or meet the needs of disengaged children

Many approaches to re-engaging youth are not sufficiently focused on the person's situation, interests, capabilities or needs. Many programs fail to incorporate an outreach element in order to identify and attract highly disengaged youth who are not interacting with any parts of the system. Although individual programs are unlikely to achieve transformational change, many programs are not coordinated with other services, such as mental health, to provide holistic and readily accessible support. A number of programs are not linked with further education and employment to ensure a connection is formed to future prospects. Educators and others working with disengaged and vulnerable youth are not always equipped or resourced to deal with their complex needs.

● Research and evaluation of programs and interventions is insufficient

The quality of current evidence on the effectiveness of interventions for disengaged young people is limited and rigorous comparative evaluations are often not available. Despite the vast amount of education initiatives available, few are rigorously and independently evaluated. We know even less about how to scale promising and proven programs beyond the initial site or organisation.

---

**Student experience of the system**

A child’s vulnerability arises from the multiple experiences of adversity and exposures to harm, and limited access to and use of resources that support them to cope with and recover from this adversity.

The key risk and protective factors that may impact this cohort depend on the child’s experience to date, including their level of engagement and support through their education. A student’s experience may include past or ongoing trauma, an unsupportive home environment, exclusions from school, lack of academic success, and poor relationships with school staff.

---

‘Julia is born with cerebral palsy and has impaired motor skills and speech. Her family have a stable income and provide a safe and loving environment; she attends a specialised school which provides high quality support to meet her needs. Julia’s parents and siblings treat her as an equal member of the family and community and expect her to participate fully in civic life. Due to the positive and resource-rich environment she is growing up in, Julia thrives and completes high school and enrols in university.

Kate is born healthy with an easy temperament. However, during her infancy, Kate’s mother experiences significant mental health issues and begins using alcohol and drugs. Kate’s father leaves her mother and during Kate’s childhood, her mother is emotionally abusive towards her. Kate escapes her troubles at home by putting her energy into schoolwork; she achieves high marks and enjoys attending school. When Kate reaches high school her mother’s new partner physically abuses Kate; she begins using drugs, withdraws from her friends and becomes very isolated. Kate drops out of school, her drug taking escalates and, in a drug-induced state, she burgles a house and is placed on a community order.

These simplified examples of the trajectory of two different young people illustrate the multiple factors – including the expectations from their family and school, the opportunities provided to them due the resources of their families and the systems and supports they subsequently have access to, and experiences of abuse and alcohol and drug issues – influence their pathways at different stages of childhood and adolescence.’

– The voices of children and young people from Western Australia


---


A key risk factor for this cohort is negative experiences of school. Poor academic progress and school attendance, suspensions and expulsions, behavioural issues, lack of trusted adult relationships and low educational aspirations are predictors of school dropout. Personal or family vulnerability can also make it difficult to engage in school. Poverty, lack of family support and aspirations, changes to family structure, poor health and wellbeing, disability and caring responsibilities can also signal school dropout.

Students’ reasons for disengaging from mainstream secondary school can be combinations of a perceived lack of support from staff, disruptive classrooms, bullying and intimidation from students and sometimes staff, a lack of understanding or interest in the content, too much pressure, and a lack of relevance and flexibility.

Disengagement through a lack of understanding of the content

‘Holly joined [Save the Children’s] Out-Teach program in 2015 after coming through [the] Supporting Young People Through Bail program. She had a history of being suspended through primary school and her behavioural issues continued into high school. By the time she met Dane [a teacher in the Out-Teach program] she was failing all her subjects and not coping well with the classroom dynamics. ‘I find it hard to concentrate when everyone’s talking,’ says Holly. ‘And I find it hard to do things without having one-on-one work. Like being shown actually how to do the work. Otherwise I don’t understand it. Then in the classroom, I’m just left sitting there thinking ‘what do I do, how am I supposed to understand it’.”

– The voice of a young person supported by Save The Children’s Out-Teach Program

Disengagement through social exclusion

‘First we didn’t have anywhere to live, after when I started school everybody teased me, I didn’t have any friends, my accent was different, I was an outsider. I didn’t belong.’ 16-year-old, Yugoslavia (Culturally and Linguistically Diverse children and young people Consultation)

‘One of the reasons why I left school was ‘cause I was getting bullied… I was getting bullied for my dark skin… it was also through my primary school to my high school and I dropped out in Year 9. I’m supposed to be in Year 12 today and I still haven’t gone back to school.’ 17-year-old (Youth Justice Consultation)

– The voices of children and young people from Western Australia

References:


5. Evidence on education interventions

Children and youth at risk of disengagement

Research evidence supports early identification and intervention for students at risk of disengagement from education. Schools can usefully develop early warning systems to monitor all students in order to identify and proactively intervene with those who show early signs of academic, behavioural and attitudinal problems.⁴⁷

Emerging research suggests that early warning systems should be:

- focused on specific indicators but also flexible to local contexts
- based on system-level quantitative data and practitioner expertise and judgement
- timely and accurate
- targeted to those at most risk but also monitoring of all students
- practical and easy to use
- helpful in the building of new capabilities and cultures, and
- be about early identification but also early intervention.⁴⁸

There is a strong research base on dropout predictors, although there are more studies undertaken in the US than in Australia. As described in Figure 17, factors related to students such as educational performance and behaviour, and factors related to family such as socioeconomic status and parental educational support, are important contributors to dropout.

Figure 17: Predictors of disengagement synthesised from global research literature⁴⁹

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Predictors of Disengagement</th>
<th>Level of Evidence</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Educational Performance</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Academic performance (including exam success, grades, literacy and numeracy skills) as influencers of early leaving, specifically in upper primary and lower secondary school</td>
<td>Well established</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Grade retention or repeating and age gap significantly increases chances of early leaving</td>
<td>Well established</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Student Behaviour</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>High absenteeism is correlated closely with disengagement</td>
<td>Well established</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Disruptive misbehaviour in and outside of high school including anti social behaviour, criminal behaviour, drugs and alcohol abuse</td>
<td>Well established</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Suspensions and expulsions significantly decrease chances of attainment</td>
<td>Well established</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Behavioural risk factors are seen as predictive as early as the sixth grade</td>
<td>Recent and (or) few studies</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Demographic and Attitudinal Factors</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Males are more likely to drop out than females</td>
<td>Well established</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Low socioeconomic status and Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander backgrounds, alongside other predictors, are associated with low attainment rates</td>
<td>Well established</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Educational aspirations and expectations have an impact on educational outcomes</td>
<td>Recent and (or) few studies</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

It is important to use a combination of quantitative data and practitioner expertise to identify and support students at risk of disengagement, and avoid stigmatising or stereotyping students on the basis of these predictors.

Research on interventions with students at risk of disengagement shows that dropout prevention programs can successfully reduce dropout and improve attendance, and truancy prevention programs can improve attendance but tend to have less marked impacts.50

The most effective intervention programs include:51
- family, school and community groups
- a safe environment and behavioural management
- student mentoring from a trusted adult
- teaching career-based skills
- using well trained staff, and
- focusing on goals that are important to the student.

Interventions need to be personalised to students’ needs, include both behavioural and academic support, provide a connection to careers and or further study and help students to build supportive relationships and manage challenges.52

Children and youth disengaged from education

There is limited rigorous evidence about the effectiveness of interventions that strengthen educational and wellbeing outcomes for children and young people disengaged from education, and much more research is required to build the evidence base.53 There is an inherent challenge in building the evidence base for this cohort, as effective interventions for disengaged young people are particularly variable and relative to context and background.

 Whilst there is not a clear picture of a single effective intervention, a number of factors are consistently referred to across the literature as being associated with positive outcomes:54
- creating personalised or individualised supports
- addressing student wellbeing and any broader issues the young person is facing outside education
- creating relevant and meaningful pathways that reach beyond the period of the intervention
- fostering family and community involvement
- creating strong and trusting relationships
- creating a safe and comfortable setting, and
- creating a curriculum and pedagogy that mixes general curriculum with applied vocational learning for work.

Much of the research finds that individual programs are unlikely to achieve transformational change – rather a system of integrated and aligned services is needed, and further research is required to understand the interactive effects of these sets of services.

6. Drivers of better outcomes

Driver tree

SVAs Education Driver Tree describes the key drivers of better educational outcomes for all children (see Appendix on page 42). These drivers are designed to apply across settings and cohorts of students. The SVA Education Driver Tree for Children and Young People Disengaged from Education (outlined on page 6) builds from the general education driver tree to list drivers of educational outcomes that are specific for children and young people disengaged from education.

The SVA Education Driver Tree for Children and Young People Disengaged from Education includes three groups of drivers:

- **Home and community:** Children and young people disengaged from education need additional support from family and community to engage with the most appropriate form of education, training or transition to employment.

- **System:** Children and young people disengaged from education may have complex needs that require additional support from the health, education and social services systems to assist them to engage in learning pathways (e.g. youth workers, youth advocates, mentors, financial support).

- **Formal education:** Children and young people disengaged from education may have had negative experiences of school and or may have experienced vulnerability that makes engagement with school difficult, necessitating formal education to provide additional support.

While the home and community environment and system supports are critical elements to improve educational outcomes for children and young people disengaged from education, this paper primarily focuses on examples from formal education.

The SVA Education Driver Tree for Children and Young People Disengaged from Education uses a ‘Response to Intervention’55 style model to indicate which drivers are universal and required to engage all children experiencing vulnerability in education (blue boxes), and which drivers are additional supports required for those students identified as disengaged or at risk of disengagement (brown boxes).

Home and community drivers

Children and young people who are vulnerable and at risk of disengagement from education need supportive home and community environments that are conducive to engaging in education.

A home environment that supports engagement in education is one that provides for a child’s basic health and housing needs including sufficient nutrition, sleep, and exercise. These foundational needs contribute to overall wellbeing, which is linked to academic achievement.56

Children in this cohort need access to adult support and opportunities for development. A parent or carer who supports educational aspirations is a factor linked to school engagement.57 A strong adult advocate can foster the interests and aspirations of a young person and help them to access the best learning pathway to meet these preferences. Strong advocates should be aware of the dimensions of a student and the system and take a non-judgemental but critical approach when considering a child’s wellbeing and engagement.58

Support for learning needs is also an important driver of successful engagement in education. The quality of the home learning environment has a long-term impact on academic achievement.59 Parents and carers can support the learning of children in the home through various interactions including reading, homework support, computer usage, expressive play and enrichment outings. Parents, carers and other adults in a young person’s life can foster opportunities to build social capital and belonging within local communities and groups through extracurricular activities such as sports, music, community events and local initiatives. This kind of extracurricular activity plays a role in student engagement.60

System drivers

As many children who experience vulnerability and disengagement have complex needs, the system plays a crucial role to ensure integrated and targeted service delivery at the nexus of education, training, employment, health and other youth-focussed services. Successful systems are configured to identify and respond to the personal needs required to successfully engage in education.

An effective system facilitates accessible and inclusive education that provides a variety of learning pathways for all children. Whether this education involves academic or vocational training inside or outside traditional schools, it must provide pathways to continued lifelong learning.61 Agency of young people must be valued in decision-making about learning pathways.64

Young people may require additional support to remain engaged in school or re-engage in another learning pathway during times of increased risk of disengagement, such as transition periods, suspensions, moving schools or social crisis. This kind of support may involve outreach, early intervention, support services, and counselling.61 At risk students often need additional support to access meaningful work experience through partnership with local industry, volunteering opportunities, apprenticeships, or programs.62

---

An effective system must provide adequate and integrated health and welfare services to support engagement and success in education for young people. Provision of health and wellbeing services in conjunction with school programs is critical for school retention in communities in which there are high levels of poverty, family breakdown, and unemployment. Improving school completion rates and re-engagement into employment and training involves cooperation between employment services and schools, and ensuring social support is accessible and sufficient. The system should provide outreach services and ensure that significantly at risk children have a trusted advocate that can co-ordinate support services based on their needs.

Staff in an effective system have the capability and capacity to support effective transitions between school, further study and work. They support young people with complex needs to navigate the learning pathways best suited to them, providing intensive, case management style support where needed to overcome entry and transition point barriers.

An effective system monitors education and wellbeing outcomes for students at risk of disengagement and disengaged from education not only to identify and provide additional support for these children, but also to monitor, share and improve upon interventions. Improving identification and follow-up of this cohort of young people and establishing a rigorous impact evaluation system for programs for at risk youth is an important step to build an evidence base on effective practice.
Formal education drivers

Quality formal education fosters engagement and success in school for all children and young people.

School-level factors such as school type are often less important predictors of school dropout than student-level factors, however there are some aspects of schooling, such as classroom and school climate and teacher attitudes that are important.75

A positive learning culture is particularly important in low socioeconomic schools.71 The school and classroom culture must be inclusive and foster a sense of learning through supportive student-teacher relationships, positive behaviour approaches such as Schoolwide Positive Behaviour Support, and the use of suspensions and expulsions as a final resort.72

Teacher practice and teaching capability is important to foster engagement and respond to the learning and wellbeing needs of children. Teachers have the largest in-school impact on student learning.73 Good teaching is important for students who have little motivation to undertake education or have little support at home, and good teachers can impact post-school study choices.74 A high level of teacher commitment and expectations on student learning is important, as are mentoring programs, case management approaches and effective pedagogical strategies such as more individualised instruction.76

Schools must ensure they have systems to identify and intervene early for students at risk of disengagement. There are well-research predictors of dropout, and schools can use data and early warning systems to proactively intervene for students who show early signs for disengagement.76 Tailored and holistic dropout prevention programs, focused on future goals valued by the student and delivered in small groups by trained and consistent staff are effective in reducing dropout.77 Identification and intervention for language difficulties is critically important to prevent long-term disengagement. Approximately 50 per cent of young people in Victoria's youth prisons have a previously undiagnosed language disorder.78

High-performing schools have effective, accomplished school leaders.79 These school leaders engage with evidence-based interventions, professional networks and other agencies to support students at risk of disengagement. They are critical to creating a school-wide positive learning culture.80

Schools and formal education systems must provide additional support for young people experiencing vulnerability and at risk of disengagement, particularly in relation to transitions, careers education, and vocational and alternative pathways. This might involve additional careers education and counselling, guided opportunities for work experience, in-school offerings of vocational education, transition mentoring for further education or employment, and specific support for excluded students or young carers to ensure they re-engage in education.81

7. Drivers in action

This section provides examples of promising programs and practices that support the educational needs of children and young people disengaged from education, and indicates how that activity addresses one or more of the drivers of better educational outcomes.

Home and community drivers in action

Ganbina

An alumnus of SVA Ventures

- **Primary driver**
  - Home/Community: Access to an adult who advocates and supports positive aspirations and engagement with the best learning pathway for the child

- **Secondary driver**
  - Home/Community: Opportunities to build social capital and belonging within local communities (e.g. extracurricular and community activities)
  - Home/Community: Additional support to access meaningful work experience in the community in partnership with industry

Ganbina aims to provide young Indigenous people the skills and support needed to access and engage with meaningful education and employment opportunities. Ganbina’s school to work transition program involves the mentoring of young Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander people, from the ages of six to 25 years old, to help them gain the education, skills and experience they need to unlock their full potential. The program includes learning support, life skills training, cultural appreciation, career guidance and financial assistance. Since 2005, Ganbina has worked with over 1,000 young people in the Greater Shepparton region of Victoria, Australia.82

Participants typically progress through Jobs Education (six to 18 years), Jobs Training (16 to 25 years or more) and Jobs Employment (15 years or more) stages with Ganbina. In each stage Ganbina aims to support participants to experience a range of education, employment and leadership and life skills outcomes, as outlined in Figure 18.

---

Figure 18: An overview of participant pathways through Ganbina’s program and the typical outcomes experience

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>ACCELERATED YOUTH PROGRAM</th>
<th>SCHOLARSHIPS</th>
<th>MELBOURNE INDUSTRY YOUTH PROGRAM</th>
<th>LEADERSHIP TRAINING</th>
<th>DRIVERS SKILLS PROGRAM</th>
<th>CORPORATE FUTURES PROGRAM</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Jobs Education 6 to 18 years</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jobs Training 16 to 25 years</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jobs Employment 15+ years</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Outcomes

- Increased aspirations and motivations
- Resources to participate in education and employment
- Greater knowledge of education and employment options and access to job opportunities
- More engaged in education and the world of work
- Demonstrating leaderships to peers, families and community

- Gain official documents and accounts
- Purchase of education/work related items
- Increased confidence and self belief
- Trusted mentor relationships
- Learning driving skills/gain driver’s license
- Increased cultural pride
- Increased likelihood of pursuing a positive pathway

- More informed about jobs/careers
- Seek and secure job/work experience while at school
- Improved engagement and attendance at school
- Better skills to secure employment
- Improved links to employers
- Build employment history
- Positive role models for peers, colleagues, family and community
- Earn money and increased financial stability
- Commencement and completion of University or TAFE
- Strong and more supportive social networks
- Demonstrating leadership outside of the local community

- Gain official documents and accounts
- Purchase of education/work related items
- Increased confidence and self belief
- Trusted mentor relationships
- Learning driving skills/gain driver’s license
- Increased cultural pride
- Increased likelihood of pursuing a positive pathway

- More informed about jobs/careers
- Seek and secure job/work experience while at school
- Improved engagement and attendance at school
- Better skills to secure employment
- Improved links to employers
- Build employment history
- Positive role models for peers, colleagues, family and community
- Earn money and increased financial stability
- Commencement and completion of University or TAFE
- Strong and more supportive social networks
- Demonstrating leadership outside of the local community

There are six key characteristics of Ganbina’s approach, and these are consistent with best practice literature on effective school to work transition programs:

- A long-term view in engagement of Indigenous young people, starting with foundational education, employment and life skills;
- Practical and hands on support including helping to acquire key documents (e.g. birth certificates, tax file numbers, bank accounts) and skills (e.g. leadership training, driver’s licence, resume writing) to obtain employment
- Requiring participants to achieve standards of performance (e.g. attendance) and celebrating their success
- Focus on keeping youth in mainstream education by working closely with schools, their principals, teachers and other key staff
- Empowering participants to make the decision to be a part of the program through an opt-in mechanism each year

An independent evaluation of Ganbina by Price Waterhouse Coopers in 2014 found very high Year 12 completion rates (100 percent in 2014) and high retention rates (over 95 percent). Compared to similar programs, Ganbina costs less to run and has higher retention rates, gender balance and age ranges.

A 2016 Social Ventures Australia Impact Assessment of Ganbina found that Year 11 to Year 12 retention rates increased from 62 percent in 2009–10 to 73 percent in 2015–16, which is considerably higher than the rate for Indigenous people in the Greater Shepparton area and national Indigenous rates. All participants aged 25 to 34 years who had been with Ganbina for five years or more had attained Year 12 or an equivalent qualification, surpassing the Greater Shepparton and regional Victorian rates and nearing the Victorian rate. A 2013 Social Ventures Australia Social Return on Investment report showed that every $1 invested in Ganbina created about $6.70 in social value.

Ganbina is currently exploring expansion of their model to other areas in Victoria, New South Wales, and Queensland.

‘Without Ganbina, I definitely would not be at university now. But Ganbina made me realise I could do it, and so they changed my life.’

‘They helped me get through high school, apply to uni, organise accommodation and a cadetship and scholarships to help pay for my fees.’ — Taylah

Taylah is studying for her Bachelor of Arts degree (double major in criminology and sociology) at the University of Melbourne. She has been invited to apply for the Charlie Perkins Scholarship and a Rhodes Scholarship for Cambridge or Oxford Universities.

— Participant stories from Ganbina


Thirteen-year-old John* had experienced significant hardship by the time he arrived at BackTrack in 2011. His family life had broken down and he had completely disengaged from school. He was on a path that many of the BackTrack kids are heading down including crime, homelessness, drug and alcohol abuse.

John's involvement with BackTrack sparked a turning point in John's life. His involvement with the justice system has considerably reduced and he has obtained Year 10 schooling qualifications, despite never getting past Year 7 in the traditional school system. He's had a transformative impact on how the justice department staff of this centre view support for juvenile detainees.

During a stint in detention, John started up his own BackTrack style program and ran daily case management and mentoring support for other boys in the centre. Since being released John has maintained meaningful employment and has aspirations to be a youth worker to help people like himself who are having a hard time.

– Stories from a BackTrack participant


* Name changed to protect privacy

System drivers in action

National Exceptional Teaching for Disadvantaged Schools (NETDS)
Supported by SVA Ventures

• Primary driver
  • System: System facilitates accessible and inclusive education that provides learning pathways for all children

• Secondary driver
  • System: Workforce capacity and capability is sufficient to support effective transitions between school, further study and work
  • Formal education: Teacher capability and teaching practice fosters engagement and responds to learning and wellbeing needs of children (e.g. interests, aspirations, resilience)

There is widespread agreement that effective teachers make a significant difference to student learning outcomes for young people living in poverty, and that it is extremely difficult to attract such highly-qualified teachers to schools serving these disadvantaged communities.89 The National Exceptional Teaching for Disadvantaged Schools (NETDS), was developed by Professors Bruce Burnett and Jo Lampert in 2009 when they were part of the Faculty of Education at Queensland University of Technology (QUT). The program identifies, prepares and deploys high performing preservice teachers for work in challenging schools that serve low socioeconomic communities.90

NETDS is a unique scholarly cohort-based learning model. It allows graduates to apply knowledge to the distinctive setting of a low socioeconomic classroom through the use of a modified curriculum, mentorship, and professional experience placements. Selection into the program is based on a pre-service teacher’s grade point average over the first two years of their Bachelor of Education degree.

Selected pre-service teachers work together as a cohort and are provided with a deep theoretical understanding of poverty, social disadvantage, and inequity in education. Only then do they undertake scaffolded Professional Experience in schools that commonly have a high prevalence of disengagement and underperformance. Pre-service teachers are able to identify areas that require specialised information or guidance, and are then offered professional development to address such needs, for example sessions on behaviour management led by expert principals of schools from low socioeconomic communities.

Key themes identified over the first eight years of the program include:

- Quality teaching within disadvantaged schools not only requires a passion for education in these contexts, but also meaningful knowledge related to low socioeconomic contexts.
- High levels of content/discipline knowledge.
- High expectations for what students can achieve.
- Personal characteristics such as the ability to build meaningful relationships with students, families and communities, and
- Elements of resilience to resist common misperceptions about poverty.\(^9\)

The program generated a 250 percent increase in high-performing pre-service teachers from Queensland University of Technology choosing to begin their careers in low socioeconomic schools.\(^9\) Data from Queensland University of Technology shows that approximately 90 percent of NETDS graduates selected to work in low socioeconomic status schools.\(^9\)

In 2013-2017, backed by Social Ventures Australia, the Origin Foundation, the Vincent Fairfax Family Foundation and the Eureka Benevolent Foundation, the NETDS program grew nationally to seven universities across NSW, Queensland, South Australia, and Victoria. Well over 100 Australian schools in four state education systems have benefited from having high performing and specially trained teachers as a result of the NETDS.

---

‘If I hadn’t had the NETDS experience my placement probably would have broken me because I wouldn’t have been used to the level or the behaviour management of the kids and just the low literacy and numeracy and all that goes with it.’
~ NETDS Graduate


Navigator Program
(Victorian Department for Education and Training)

- Primary driver
  - System: System invests in adequate and integrated health and social services to support engagement and success in education

- Secondary drivers
  - System: System proactively identifies and takes early action for children at risk of disengagement (across agencies)
  - System: System facilitates accessible and inclusive education that provides learning pathways for all children

The Victorian Department of Education and Training (the Department) supports young people aged 12 to 17-years-old who are disengaged or at risk of disengaging from school through the Navigator Program. The program provides intensive case management and assertive outreach to support young people to re-engage in education.

Navigator is delivered in a partnership model between community agencies that work closely with young people, their families and support networks, local education settings and local area representatives from the Department. Navigator service providers link young people to support services and interventions, and work with schools to support re-engagement planning. There is one lead provider per area. Lead providers include Berry Street, Mission Australia, Anglicare Victoria, and the South East Local Learning and Employment Network (LLEN).94

Students who have less than 30 percent attendance in the previous term, and who live or have most recently been enrolled in an education setting in a Navigator area can be referred to the program. Once referred, service providers work with the young person to identify their learning needs, capabilities and goals to develop an education re-engagement plan that involves family, school and local community supports. The program supports a young person as they re-engage in education.

The Navigator Program launched as a pilot in eight areas across Victoria in 2016, and will expand to further areas over 2019–2021. The Victorian Government invested $16.9 million in the program up to the end of 2018 and a further $44 million to expand the program.

In 2016 the Department commissioned a third party to conduct an initial process and impact evaluation of the first 12 months of the pilot. The evaluation found that young people reported increased levels of wellbeing and readiness for education including learner confidence, self-discipline and sense of identity. As of the end of March 2018:

- 1,841 Navigator referrals were received
- 1,219 young people had case management support provided
- 860 young people returned to education
- 105 young people successfully exited the program (maintaining an average attendance of at least 70 percent for 26 weeks), and
- 390 young people were on the waitlist.95

The evaluation concluded that there are a number of factors supporting the successful implementation of the Navigator model, including:

- **Effective joint efforts that include a shared vision, effective and transparent communication and shared resources and knowledge.**
- **Skills in intensive, trauma informed case management including assertive outreach. Providers have specialist expertise to enable an approach that targets and engages young people who are experiencing multiple complex barriers to engaging in education.**
- **A client-centred approach, that supports a young person while understanding the broader context of their family, their school and other support services**
- **Skilled and committed staff that can work and manage across the eco-system of school disengagement – with young people, families, schools, community and government.**
- **Consistent, regular, adaptable communication and engagement approaches with all stakeholders.**

**Navigator Pilot Evaluation Snapshot**


---

**Formal education drivers in action**

**Hands on Learning**

**SVA supported Hands on Learning’s early development**

- **Primary driver**
  - Formal education: Children at risk of disengagement are supported through effective early identification and interventions that meet their needs

- **Secondary drivers**
  - Formal education: Additional support to access alternative or post-school pathways including vocational and further education (within or closely connected to schools)
  - Formal education: Teacher capability and teaching practice fosters engagement and responds to learning and wellbeing needs of children (e.g. interests, aspirations, resilience)

Hands on Learning (HOL) is an early intervention educational program delivered in schools to keep young people engaged in education. The program seeks to have a positive impact on students’ personal skills, relationship skills, behaviour, and functional literacy and numeracy skills. It aims to have students have a better sense of themselves as people and learners, achieve success at school, and form and maintain quality relationships with peers and adults.

The program was established and piloted at Frankston High School in 1999 with the initial impetus to give schools an alternative to exclusion. Hands on Learning now operates programs in more than 100 schools across Queensland, New South Wales, Tasmania and Victoria.96

Hands on Learning is made up of four fundamental elements to help young people to grow in confidence, engage and achieve at school:

- A place to belong: a physical sanctuary at school
- People to belong to: Small teams working together, sharing meals and building strong relationships
- Real things to do: Engaging in creative and meaningful projects
- A chance to give back: Making valuable contributions to their community, building self-esteem and connection.97

Small groups of 10 students involved in the program spend one day a week out of the classroom to undertake creative construction projects in their school or community with two specialist staff (‘artisan teachers’ employed by the school). The students are referred by wellbeing staff, year level co-ordinators, and school leadership teams according to the criteria for selection. The projects are identified by the school administration and must be of value to the school and community. Hands on Learning teachers communicate regularly with classroom teachers about the progression of students in the program.

The Hands on Learning approach incorporates professional development for teachers, sharing of information and experiences across the schools running the program, and quality assurance from the Hands on Learning school support team. The team is employed by Hands on Learning Australia, which joined forces with Save the Children in 2017.

---

Hands on Learning has demonstrated ‘that it is effective in increasing retention rates among program participants and, more broadly, in the schools which these students attend.’ It was estimated that for every $1 spend on Hands on Learning, there is around a $12 return on investment due to re-engagement or disengagement prevention.

A University of Melbourne case study of Hands on Learning at Benalla College found that the program is resulting ‘positive impacts on the well-being, confidence, and self-esteem of a significant cohort of [at risk] young people’ and there is improved academic engagement as well as praise from students and staff. An internal survey of past Hands on Learning participants found 76 per cent employed, 22 per cent in post-school training, and 2 per cent unemployed.

Hands on Learning regularly collects data about priority outcome areas via a Connections, Capacities and Meaning framework developed in collaboration with the University of Melbourne. Hands on Learning students report an increased connection with school, improved learning and use of skills at school, improved meaning in relation to school activities, and improved enjoyment of school. Teachers report improved behaviour, contribution and effort at school for Hands on Learning participants. A 2018 survey of 149 parents conducted by Save the Children found 95 percent believed their children had improved their chances of employment by undertaking such projects, and 85 percent said Hands on Learning was the main reason their children had been motivated to attend school.

Peter transferred into Benalla College, very reluctantly, in Year 8, following a period of upheaval at home. ‘I just wanted to leave ... I hated everybody ... I didn’t get on with people’.

Peter credits HOL with providing ‘a different environment’ which gave him responsibilities, built his confidence, and enabled him to form strong friendships. ‘It’s totally changed my attitude ... helped me feel I’m part of the school ... I’m much more confident about speaking up in class ... I’ve got friends ... I get along better with most of the teachers.’

Peter reports that his enjoyment of HOL helped his attendance and that the HOL experience taught him a lot about patience (particularly when working with people who might ‘snap’ easily) and enriched his people-skills and knowledge of ‘life’. In the past year, he has successfully applied for and started a part-time job.

– Peter, a Hands-on Learning participant


Pavilion School

- **Primary driver**
  - Formal education: School culture is inclusive and fosters belonging (e.g. supportive relationships, positive behaviours, few suspensions)

- **Secondary drivers**
  - Formal education: Teaching practice fosters engagement and responds to learning and wellbeing needs of children (e.g. interests, aspirations, resilience)
  - Formal education: Additional support to access alternative or post-school pathways including vocational and further education (within or closely connected to schools)

Pavilion School is a Victorian Government school that aims to provide education for young people aged 12 to 20 who are disengaged or excluded from mainstream education. Established in 2007 with 20 students, the school has grown to approximately 240 students and operates across two campuses. About 20 percent of students are from an Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander background.

Pavilion School aims to provide students with a learning environment that is supportive and productive and seeks to create literate, numerate and curious learners. The school offers the Victorian Certificate of Applied Learning (VCAL, Years 10-12), youth work support, electives, extension activities as well as a bridging to VCAL program for younger students. Regular electives include art, personal training, boxing, music, drug and alcohol education, mental health awareness and anger management.

Working with local agencies and youth services, Pavilion School provides students with an individually tailored education program. The school offers smaller classes and more intensive hours for students, supplemented by external services and educational programs. These activities are negotiated between staff and students based on the student’s needs and might involve an accredited educational program, part-time work or links to support agencies. An Individual Learning Plan, developed in consultation with the student, describes the negotiated curriculum, assessment and reporting process and contractual agreements regarding participation, transition and behaviour.

Each class at Pavilion School is no larger than 15 students with a teacher, youth worker, and a teacher assistant. Students negotiate learning outcomes and set personal and academic goals for a particular class, and teachers use explicit teaching strategies to ensure each student has an understanding of the class goals.

Students are self-referred to Pavilion School or are referred by a friend, family member, teacher or case worker. Pavilion School students must be of secondary school age; not able to attend a full-time mainstream school close to home due to school exclusion, severe behavioural problems or other complex personal difficulties; be willing to continue their education; and, alongside their parent or carer, be willing to accept a flexible program with a reduced timetable.

Pavilion School has a psychologist and a wellbeing team, with counselling, mediation, restorative practices and a health and wellbeing curriculum offered to students. Pavilion School also offers a tailored transition into employment and further education called ‘The Pathways Program’ and has partnerships with the Beacon Foundation, AIME, The Institute for Koorie Education, Melbourne Polytechnic and Local Learning & Employment networks.

About 85 per cent of the school’s graduates go on to further education or the workforce.

‘Everyone has a right to education no matter what your background, how bad your behaviour, how aggressive you are or how chronically disengaged you are from school.’

‘It’s about not judging or blaming kids for the situation they are in, rather, we pull them closer in and provide them with the support they need. I think that’s the difference to what a lot of schools are able to offer.’

‘The [students] feel safe and they feel comfortable coming to school knowing that no-one’s going to look at them differently or pick on them or anything like that.’

– Josie Howie, Principal, The Pavilion School.


Western Port Secondary College
Part of SVA's Bright Spots Schools Connection

- **Primary driver**
  - Formal education: Children at risk of disengagement are supported through effective early identification and interventions that meet their needs

- **Secondary drivers**
  - Formal education: Additional support for key school transitions (e.g. between school/s and to/from any exclusions from school)
  - Formal education: School leadership engages with evidence-informed interventions, networks and services to support students at risk of disengagement

Western Port Secondary College opened in 1974 in Hastings, Victoria and currently has 600 students across Years 7 to 12. The school offers the Victorian Certification of Education (VCE), the Victorian Certificate of Applied Learning (VCAL), Vocational Education and Training (VET) in Schools programs, and emphasises pastoral care, and positive approaches to student wellbeing.

The school serves a community that faces intergenerational disadvantage and focusses on providing effective education for disengaged students and those at risk of disengaging from school. The school believes that a cradle to tertiary approach (Based on New York’s Harlem Children’s Zone ‘Cradle to College’ model) is the best approach to support children experiencing vulnerability.

Western Port Secondary College works closely with several feeder primary schools to support this vision and encourage early engagement in school.

Western Port Secondary College has a formal transition program that provides a positive primary to secondary school transition experience. This program provides information and social activities for students (and their parents) in Years 5 and 6 of feeder primary schools that continues into Year 7 at the college.

Western Port Secondary School are committed to a Learning Guarantee for students — that is, supporting more students to achieve at or above grade level by the end of Year 9, to ensure they have the best possible opportunity of success through the senior years and a transition into meaningful pathways after school.

To achieve the ‘Learning Guarantee’, Western Port Secondary College works with two feeder primary schools to identify and address the potential causes of disengagement from school from an earlier age. Early identification and intervention for students at risk of disengagement is critical107, and many Year 7s arrive at Western Port Secondary behind their peers academically, which increases their risk of disengagement. Using philanthropic funding, Western Port Secondary College staff assist in monitoring and early intervention for Year 4 students in two partner primary schools.

The ‘Learning Guarantee’ project has several aspects:

- parents of Year 4 students are engaged via a ‘Learning Guarantee’ sign-up process;
- Year 4 students in the partner primary schools are transported to Western Port Secondary College to complete nationally-benchmarked online assessments in literacy and numeracy
- Western Port Secondary College staff visit the partner primary schools to provide teacher relief time for primary school teachers to plan learning interventions for students that need additional support based on the online assessments, and
- the staff from the schools involved collaborate on the data and interventions.

The project supports transition to secondary school by helping Year 4 students to become familiar with secondary school students, teachers and facilities and by engaging parents early on in their child’s learning and transition.

The partnership helps teachers across primary and secondary schools to share data and build knowledge to better support students to succeed in school. By sharing consistent and standardised data across the three schools, teachers can discuss students in similar situations and thus share resources, curriculum expectations, interventions, successes and additional supports needed. This information is available to Western Port Secondary College teachers when the student transitions to high school, enabling continuity in the provision of learning plans and additional supports for the student.

---

In 2019, Western Port Secondary School is expanding the data collection to capture contextual, social and family factors to identify contributing factors that might be beyond the school's influence and have the information needed to engage external support services. The school plans to have the ‘Learning Guarantee’ project evaluated in 2019.

Once at secondary school, Western Port Secondary College offers a range of programs to engage students in school, including an outreach program, vocational education pathways and connections to community-based programs and supports. The school has an extensive student support team including a student wellbeing co-ordinator, an Australian Defence Force transition mentor, a health promotion nurse, and a chaplain, with access to a Victorian Department of Education and Training educational psychologist and a social worker. The Student Support Team provides individual support, delivers intervention programs and uses external agencies to help deliver a whole-school approach to health promotion.

Western Port Secondary College’s national literacy and numeracy test data (NAPLAN) and Victorian Certificate of Education (VCE) median study scores have improved, no student has fallen below the national minimum standard in numeracy, and the school’s retention rate has almost doubled. The school has already achieved its target that by 2020, 70 percent of Year 9 students will be at or above the expected level, as determined by the Victorian Curriculum in Literacy and Numeracy.

‘...With these islands of disadvantage, a birth-to-adult learning model is life-changing. Education is really the key to breaking the cycle of disadvantage.’

– Michael Devine, Principal, Western Port Secondary College


109. Information supplied by Western Port Secondary College
8. Conclusion and Next Steps

This paper provides a perspective on the educational and wellbeing needs of children and young people disengaged from education and experiencing vulnerability. It identifies the key drivers to improve educational outcomes for this cohort of children.

Children disengaged from education and experiencing vulnerability face a number of challenges in their home, community and formal education environments. Support provided by the education system is not meeting the complex needs of these children, with one in five Australian children not completing Year 12 in an uninterrupted, linear fashion from the start of high school.¹¹¹

There are some key drivers and promising practices, but more investment, evidence and the prioritisation of early intervention is needed to keep this cohort of children engaged in education, training or employment. Return to education, employment or training is much less likely for those who are long-term disengaged and every attempt must be made to keep school-aged children and young people engaged in a suitable learning pathway. To help achieve this aim, we need further Australian research on the most effective interventions for students at risk of disengagement and those newly disengaged from education.

We hope that this paper contributes to a deeper understanding of this cohort’s needs and a recognition of the additional supports they require to address their circumstance that makes it difficult to successfully engage in education, training or employment pathways.

We invite readers to interpret and apply the drivers of better educational outcomes identified in this paper to their own work, and continue the conversation with us about the interventions that work to support the needs of this group of children vulnerability and young people. We will use the learnings in this paper to inform SVA’s work with partners in this area.

We welcome feedback and reflections on this paper; both on how you have used it and what more or different content could be added, especially in relation to activity in other Australian states and territories. We will capture this feedback in future versions of this paper.

Thank you

The development of this paper was funded through a grant from the Paul Ramsay Foundation.

SVA also thanks the researchers and educators who provided input, and the organisations that shared stories on the drivers in action.
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Appendix

Figure 19: SVA Education Driver Tree

Equal opportunity to access high-quality education and to develop the skills to participate fully in society, regardless of background
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- Close connection between early learning system with health system
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- Supportive home environment conducive to school attendance and learning aspiration
- Engaged local community and business to model behaviour
- Local health and welfare services closely connected with local school (child focused)
- System configured to identify and respond to personal need and ensure optimal progress for each child each year
- Curriculum and assessment appropriate for the learning competencies required in future society
- Dynamic school leadership engaging with networks to sustain a strong culture of continuous improvement informed by evidence
- Consistently great teaching delivered by respected professionals who are effective in their specific context

School-to-work or further study – integrated and effective transitions
- Supportive home environment for working aspiration
- Business and community support for meaningful work experience opportunities
- Relevant careers education and experiences with in school support starting in upper primary
- Accessible, relevant and affordable vocational and further education (within or closely connected to schools)
- Improve the likelihood of successful transitions through curriculum and assessment of ‘work readiness’ and a specific pathway for each learner exiting the institution
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